Delightful Quilting & Sewing
5378 Lake Rd., Avon, NY
585-226-2577

IQ Workshop – Review, Questions, and More
Tuesday, June 25, 2019, 8:30am – 4:30pm
Morning session will “fill in the blanks” for those new or relatively new to IQ. We will review the basics just to
make sure you are receiving all of the benefits of IQ and there will be time for questions. Bring a quilt you may
have questions on.
The morning workshop will cover:
 Review of the basics and functions, pantos, blocks, realign, restart, speed and detail, how to check the
speed and make adjustments for perfect stitching, helps and custom settings.
 When to use adjust
 Equipment maintenance
 Answer your IQ questions on content not covered in the second workshop. Will cover no-sew zone
If we finish morning topics early we will either take an early lunch, or move into afternoon topics.
Afternoon session. IQ is a powerful computer guided system with many features and fun ways to create
patterns of your own, as well as place and stitch irregular shaped patterns.
Afternoon workshop will cover:
 Fan pattern is one of the features that can be used to create your own designs, even fill patterns. Learn
how to split, delete, and join pattern segments.
 Dream Big panel – placing, editing, sizing, and stitching odd shaped patterns.
Bring your IQ tablet and charging cord.

IQ Workswhop – Customized Quilting 102
Wednesday, June 26, 2019, 8:30am – 4:30pm
IQ is a powerful program with many capabilities. It is designed to produce precision quilting with sharp points
and smooth curves of any pattern, simple to complex, and has many features to truly customize the quilting.
Although this workshop will cover some of the very useful customization techniques, it is not possible cover all
of IQ’s customization features in a one day workshop.
This workshop will cover:
 Customized quilting – the easy (and quick) way. Learn techniques that give yourself (or clients)
customized quilting, but using IQ features that quickly place patterns and create beautiful sashings and
borders.
 Quilt map – what is quilt map? How do you create a quilt map? And, how do you use a quilt map to
best advantage?
 A taste of modern. Make your own modern “flavor” patterns to use as pantos or fills using techniques
you already know how to use, but with a new flair.
Bring your IQ tablet and charging cord.

